
Drop Design Pool is attending the Design Helsinki fair in August, and looking forward to connecting
with industry peers! 

"Design Helsinki will run from 24-25 August in Finland’s capital city which this year celebrates ten
years since it was named World Design Capital in 2012. Renowned for its functional and minimalistic
Nordic architecture, the city boasts the largest concentration of Art Nouveau buildings in Northern
Europe, making it a key destination for architecture aficionados while Finnish design has made its mark
on a global scale thanks to the likes of iconic designer Alvar Aalto as well as household names
including Artek and Marimekko, not to mention the array of emerging talent." --> read more on the
official website

Drop Design Pool Oy is a Finnish design company founded in 2015 that sells outdoor spas and design fires. The
company's turnover in 2021 was EUR 5,4 million and it employs 9 people. The teardrop shape-inspired Drop Spa is the

work of designer Nikolai Ruola. Drop Design Spa was awarded the Finnish Design award and is also A’ Design Award
Winner. Drop products are designed and manufactured in Finland.
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NEWS - MEET DROP VUOLLE COMPACT

We have been working on a smaller version of our popular spa Drop
Vuolle, to meet the demands of smaller spaces. Many of our
customers want to fit a Drop on a balcony, but due to the current
sizing, it's often impossible. 

Drop Vuolle Compact is a modern outdoor spa that combines state-
of-the-art outdoor spa technology and the relaxation of massaging
nozzles. The Compact has massage seats for 3 and 24 massaging
nozzles.

DROP IS PARTICIPATING IN DESIGN HELSINKI AS THE ONLY SPA BRAND

NEW MODEL COMING OUT!

Designed to bring the luxury of Drop Spas to smaller spaces.

IMAGE BANK

Click & download

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/euacyeu26c7dun4/AADJMWOh3wDib45TpOlVHHgba?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/euacyeu26c7dun4/AADJMWOh3wDib45TpOlVHHgba?dl=0
https://www.designhelsinki.com/
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/euacyeu26c7dun4/AADJMWOh3wDib45TpOlVHHgba?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/euacyeu26c7dun4/AADJMWOh3wDib45TpOlVHHgba?dl=0

